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strips of one-tenth of an inch cacl1, which strips being tied up to the 
heald rails, constitute the improved he&d of the second kinrl pro- 
posed under this patent. En* 

AMERICAN PATENTS. 

LIST OF AMERICAN PATENTS WHICH TSSUED IN OCTORER, 1329. 

T4JMa Xemurks and Exemplifications, z1y the Editor. 

I. For a Machine for Cleaning 17~ II&t, &c- from Seed 
Cotton; James Gilliam, Carrol county, Tennessee, October 10. 

A hollow drum, of six feet in length, and 20 inches in diameter, 
is made to revolve, in the manner of a bolting screen; but with its 
axis horizontal. Its periphery is formed by slats OF wood, extending 
from end to er.d, and having a space of about half an inch between 
them. This drum is contained within a trough, or box., and rests 
upon friction rollers , upon which it revolves, as it is without gud- 
geons. A shaft extends through the centrc of the drum, and is sup- 
ported upon gudgeons outside of its heads; four boards are affrxefl by 
their edges to the shaft, and estcntl the whole lengthof the inside of 
the drum, forming wings , 
other; upon 

or leaves, standing at right angles to each 
the edges of these wings are placed, obliquely, flat 

pieces, to scrvc as conveyers, causing the seed cotton to pass from 
one end of the drum to the other. The shaft, with its wings, re- 
volves tnuch more rapidly than the drum. The cotton is put into 
a hopper, and in passing from one end of the drum to the other, is 
cleaned. 

The claim is to c( the whole of the above described machine;” 

2. For an improvement in the l'Manufacluri~n,q of Gelztb- 
men’s Shocks; G. IX. Lillibridge, New York, October 10. 

The foundation, or stif&ning part of this stock, is formed of two 
pieces, joined together lengthwise, say of doubled buckram. They 
are to be so joined Chat they move on each other, as on a hinge, and 
are hence called Lc Hinge Stocks.f’ When thus formed, they arc to 
be covered and linctl in the usual way. 
dered water-proof, by shellac varnish. 

The buckram may be ren- 
The claim is to cc the com- 

position, and manner of formin g the hinge, by which the two com- 
ponent parts of the foundation of the stock are united together, by 
which the same is rendered sufficiently pliable, without the possibili- 
ty of becoming displaced by ordinary wear.)’ 

3. For an improvement in Mar%+ CaPnbs; Eli Sperry, New 
Haven, .Connecticut, October 10. 

A quilled back comb is to be made of wood, theegrain running 
with the teeth of the comb; a tube of metal, the bore 01 which exsctty 
fits the back of the comb, is then drawn over it, and cemented or 
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not, as may be thought best; there must, of course, be an opeqjng 
along the tube to allow for the thickness of the teeth df the comb. 
The claim is to u the hollow wire tube.” 

On the 14th of April, a patent was obtained by Nathaniel Bu& 
nell, of Connecticut, for manufacturing quill backed_ cOmbs of wood, 
by making the back and teeth in separate parts, with the grain in 
each running longitudinally, the part forming the teeth being let into 
a groove in the back; this appears to us preferable to the plan now 
proposed. 

There is not any drawing accompanying this speci6cation; tile 
patentee may say that it can be perfectly well understood without 
one; but the law says, $6 and shall accompany the whole with draw- 
ings and written references, whenever the nature of the case admits 
of drawings. ” 

4. For an improvement in Biver Dams, for the easy passage 
up and down of fish, and of vessels; Patrick M‘Grath, Philadel- 
phia, Pennsylvania, October 10. 

If we understand the description of this improved mode of form- 
ing dams, it consists ill making the dam, on the descending side, in 
the form of a plane but little inclined to the horizon, so that the 
water in passing down shall run with but little velocity. The claim 
is to “an easier communication between rivers and dams, for fish, 
vessels, 8~2.” 

5. For an improvement in the ~pp.Zication ofhwer to Ma- 
chinery; Robert Mitchell, Cg’nthiana, Harrison county, Ken- 
tucky, October IO. 

This patent is for one of those outrages upon the A, B, C of me- 
chanics, which might astonish us were they not so frequently per- 
petrated. The screw of Archimedes is to be made to elevate iron 
balls of 200 lbs. each, which are to fall upon a bucket wheel, near 
its top, and be delivered at the bottom into a trough, down tihieh 
they are to run into the Cc Elevator.” 4‘ The power of one 110r~e 
will run the elevator with twelve balls weighing 2400 1bs.; this 
weight applied on the side of a wheel 34 or any other convenient 
number of feet in diameter, may be applEed to the running of nnj’ 
kind of machinery,” says the patentee, and no doubt he is correct, 
provided his machinery does not require more than the power of 
half a horse to turn it. 

Tf power is to be thus gained, ;vhy fatigue and feed the horse? a 
little of this swindled power may as welt be applied to the turning 
of the elevator, and the circulating medium of iron be thus rendered 
perpetually current. 

G. For a machine called Lc the Queen Washer,” for iTkzs,‘hing 
of Ck~tl%s 311d ciothing, nnc-1 scouring the same; Pinkham Masher, 
Miltou, Saratoga county, New York, (.Ictobcr 10. 
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This royal washiIl, 0. machine bears 5 strung rcse~nbI~l~Ce to SOme 
of its cotemporarics, as other royrcl personagea are found Strtrngl:ly to_ 
resemble the less elevated of their species. IQ quoting zx part of 
our notice of the last washin, 1~ machine nxntioned by us, IYe ShOUld 
furnish a tolerable description of tbc present. There is a circ~b~ 
segnlent furnished with rollers ; upon these rollers the clothes arc 
to be placed, when they are to be acted upon by rollers placed upon 
a swing frame, suited to the lower segment. (See the account of 
Cherry’s washing tnachinc, p. 402, of the last nulnber.) We n=y 
also quote the concludin, 0’ remark of that notice, as it applies to the 
specilication of the present p;iteuL 66 There is no claim eilher gene- 
ral or particular.” 

7. For a Machiue Jut- S’ctwirg &‘hiq-Zes_q Richard MbOl~lhcl.p_ 
Galway, Saratoga county, New York, October 10. 

Thirty-five well filled pages of fooolscaJ~ are occupied, With the k-- 
scription of this nzachioe, al tl~ough the instrulnsut itself is not very 
cotn[Jlex. 

Nurncrous patents have been obtained for shingle machines, oome 
of which stron riy resemble the present, and arc in successful opera- 
tion. A cku ‘i ar %aw is driven by a whorl and band; the block From 
which the shingles are to be sawed is fixed by dogs, or holdfasts 
the carriage u1)on which it is secured is made to traverse backward= 
and forwards, and a cant is given to the block, to regulate the thick 
and thin end. ‘NC claiin is to 6‘ the application of springs and CordS, 
in the manner described, to produce the feeding of the shingle bJock p 
up to the saw, and the reatljustlnent of the carriage after a shingle 
is sawed.” The peculiar tnode in lvhich the_ gauges zre fed whit% 
regulate the thickness and shape of the shir$es. The motle UC 
drawil!g back the block piece, &c: of the carriage after the shingle 
block IS sawed up. The Inode of ungearing the machine when tke 
shingle block is sawed up. ‘The peculiar constcuction of the et-g 
wheel by wlrich tile cat-Sage is: ikrkpsIletI forward until a shingle tS 
siiwed, and then perrniltetl to return by the vacancy on said CCS~ 
wheels. 

We IlitVe not liiougltl it ticcc:isary to attempt r? description Of 
tlxse respective parts, beC:IllSe thf_$’ Ilo not aJ>JIe”” t0 US t0 ~P.%~e~~ 
much either of r~ovelty or 01‘ tncrit in the combination. 
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It is unnecessary to descr@3 the mode of driving the .-rpqnds_a$s 
upon which the buffs are placed, as any workman ca.n eftict..thi_s. 
The novelty far which the patent is taken, is, manifestly, the, $w.~n 
buffs. I 

9. For an improvement in Rilgewa?/s, called 6~ Frame Bilge- 
” for the purpose of drawing out of the tvater, and FF_- 

gz%,ing ships and other vessels; John Thomas, New York, 
October I’&. 

The frame bilgewa~s consist of two longitudinal timbers, with nine 
CROSS timbers of soIid oak crossing them at right angles, and securely 
bolted to them; five of these nine pieces project beyond the iongitu- 
clinal pieces. The patentee says, ‘6 it may be proper for me to de- 
scribe the common bilgreway, which is as follows: the common bilge- 
ways are large square pieces of timber, extending nearly the length 
of the vesseis to which they are applied, one of which timbers is 
placed on each side underneath the bottom of the vessel intended to 
be launched, ix hauled up, leaving the fore and after part of the ves- 
sel unsupported.” 

66 The principle, or character, which distinguishes the improve- 
ments I have made in the constructitin of t.he Frame Bilgeways for 
drawing out of the water for repairs and relaunching, shi s and 
other vessels, consists in this: the cross timbers uniting the ength- P 
way timbers at right angles, do thereby compose a frame on which 
the keel and the bilge of the vessel are always supported, and which 
constitutes the Frame Eilgeway. On the projecting parts of the long 
cross timbers will be the support of the sides, and the upper partsof 
the vessels.” 

10. For an EicgM BarreZZert Percztssion Gun; Samuel L- 
Faries, Middletown, Butler county, Ohio, October IO. 

We have described several guns for which patents hante beep $+ 
Pained, which were provided- with a revolving breech, contalnlng 
four or more chambers to be loaded at one time, and successively 
brought to coincide with the main barrel, and have spoken of the 
difficulties attending their employment. The present .paten$ee IS 
more bold than his predecessors, as he proposes to adapt a- sitir:lar 
contrivance, not to rifles merely< but also to cannon; He has a re- 
volving !t_eech consisting of eight chambers, united to ether so as to 
form radll, each being furnished with its touch hole. 5 ’ ‘his radiating 
breech turns, with play, on a centre pin_, so that each chamber may in 
succession be brought to coincide with the main barrel, agair)st 
which it is to be pressed by a screw bearing against the end of Its 
opposite chamber. A percussion lock is to fire the piece. 

Shoutd a piece of ordnance of this description be manufactured, we 
should stand aloof at the time of proving it? for although the cheeks 
between which the breech is to revolve, and also the end in which 
the screw works, are to be cast solid with the body of the gun, we 

VOL. V.--No. I.--JANUARY, 1830. ‘4 
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fear that those behinrl woufd be in a~ much danger from the breech, 
as those before from the ball. A cannon divided transversely, and 
held together by a screw behind, even supposing no actual fracture 
to take place, would open the .joint every time it was fired, from the 
power of the recoil, and the vibratory motion experienced by every 
part of it. The percussion lock for cannon is not that simple thing 
which answers for small arms; upon this we might o&r many re- 
marks, but must defer them for a tinte. The rifle which Mr. Paries 
has represented in his drawing, although Less objectionable than the 
great guns, is not, WC apprehend, altogether free from tho difEculties 
which have been encountered, but not overcome, by its predecessors+ 

11, For a mode of Raising- F%wels out qf Ef+.Me~, called the 
46 Screw Doclr;” Elisha Turner, Rochester, New York, f)cko- 
ber IO. 

fn the construction of this dock, as represented in the drawing, a 
slip, or pier, is formed by driving rows of piles; and these inner 
rows are to be framed and braced to other rows of pil& driven at a 
suitable distance outside ot’ the fbrmer. Upon these a second frame 
is to be constructccl of a he_if;ht sufficient for the raising of a vessel, 
Through the strong upper tm~bers of this frame, screws are passed5 
the heads of which rest upon the Came, their shanks extending down 
and working into female screws firmly fixed in the tops of vertical 
sliding pieces. To the lower ends of these sliding pieces are framed 
beams, or bearers, extending from one side of the dock to the other, 
the beams thus attached to opposite slides, serve, unitedly, as a cradle 
to sustain the vessel, which is to be floated in over them, and raised 
by the screws. 

To us, this scccw dock appears to be in some points inferior to 
those former!? patented, particularly in the fixing of the nuts En the 
tops of the slides, where it will be difficult to secure them so its to 
sustain the enormous weight which they are intended to bear. Per- 
haps the patentee may have some superior mode of doing this, but 
if So, he has not esplained it. ‘I’he drawing gives no aid for undele- 
standing the detnil~, x5 it is very indifferently executed. ‘I’he in- 
ventor says, Gh I claim as my invention and improvement the above 
described new method of placing and securing the screws employed 
for raising vessels by means of two frames pIaced one on each pier, 
and by means of posts and slides prepared and placed in the manner 
above described, so that the screws may be wrought wholly out GF 
water, and be turned by machinery placed upon the frames erected 
upon the piers.” 

“ The inconveniences experienced from wdrking screws u rider 
water are many and great, and by this improvement are avoided, and 
the screws made to work much more securely, and much easier; and 
the labourers, and the machinery used to turn the screws, are placed 
in a much more convenient situation white employed in raising the 
vessel .” 
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The particular arrangement of the parts of this apparat&AcaW&t 
be explained without a drawing. The object proposed is to save 
room, and make one bell answer for a number of apartments. i. A 
box, or case, is fixed in the room containing the bell; within this 
box there are a number OK sliding bars corresponding with the num- 
ber of apartments f’ronn which bell wires are to extend. There are 
also in this box a number of plates of metal, equal to the number of 
sliding bars, or of wires; these plates are so constructed, that when 
a wire is polled, one nf the plates of metal tilts, by the action of its 
corresponding lxar, and a disk, attached to it, having the number of 
the P’oom on it, projects through a groove f‘ormetl in ;L brass plate at: 
one end of the box, and thus indicates the apartment where the ser- 
vant is wanted. I<ach of the bars is made to act upon the same bell, 
and when a second wire is pulled, it replaces the index of the former, 
as its own is tIisp1;Lyr.d. 

l’lle contrivance is ingenious, and will evidently answer the pur- 
pose intended; it is particularly calculated for large establishments. 

13. For an improvement in the machinery for Spinnz’ng Cof- 
fen, ,!%I%, Rax, and other materials; George Addison, and Sam- 
uel H. Stevens, New York, October 10. 

The end proposed to be accomplished by this invention is similar 
to that which Mr. John Thorp, of Providence, and some others, 
claim to have attained by other means. Those intimate with the 
subject will recollect the plans of Mr. Thorp, for dispensing with 
the common ilyers, 
also in this number. 

as described in our last volume, and partially 
The present plan bears a nearer resemblance 

to the ‘( Ring groove sp inner’” than to either of the others. 
Circular openings are cut out in the wave rai1, around the spin- 

dles. Metallic rings, of a suitable size, are fixed above, or witl@, 
these open$gs. These rings are ,made very true, and .qmpptb,i,atid 
in such a form that a lrght piece of metal may, clip round,.thelr edges, 
by means of small proJection, or wires, attached to them for,t&‘pur; 
pose, this latter piece is called a traveller; it passes freely round the 
ring, being carried by the thread as it is,s 

R 
un; 

ing, or eye, in the traveller, through which t 
there js 9.n open- 

e thread pa&~%. .$: ’ 
The specification notices the various plans which have been here- 

tofore pursued, for the purpose of showing that they differ, specifi- 
cally, from that now patented. There is no particular claim, as no- 
thing is described but the part which is accounted new. .It is stated 
that 64 the general resulting benefit of this improvement is of great 
importance in the art of spinning. The operative parts of spinning 
machinery, viz. -the flyer, and the bobbin, and spindle, by means of 
this invention, may be so much reduced in size and weight, that 
spinning machines having this improvement need not be so mas&?e, 
or heavy+ or strong, or occupy so much room as heretofore. Build- 
ings of less solidity and extent may ta.ke the place of the massive and 
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expensive structures heretofore deemed necessary, and the power 
used to drive a thousand spindles on the old construction of machi- 
nery, will drive twice as many on this construction.” 

14. For making Z3it-stocks ofComposition; Augustus Phelps, 
Marlborough, Hartford mu n ty, Connecticut, Chtober 10. 

The following is the specification: 
46 The bit-stock is composed of cast-iron and brass. The main, 

or lower part, is of cast-iron, the head and neck, or fop part, of 
brass. The principle and operation of said bit-stock are the same as 
those that are now in general use.” 

We have known bit-stock of cast-iron, with heads of wood, sheet- 
iron, brass, or copper, for more than thirty years. Many hundred 
of them, made in imitation of the celebrated Scotch stocks, have been 
imported from England, and the purchaser has frequently found, to 
his cost, that his iron stock has broken by a fall from his bench, and 
that it was not in the power of the smith to weld it. 

We can assure the inventors, or &coverers, of cast-ii-on hammers, 
tire, horse shoes, stocks, Src. kc., that they have been so completely 
forestalled hy the English in the art of casting all those articles 
which ought to be made of wrought iron, as scarcely to leave room 
for any new discovery upon the subject. 

15. For a Mtichirce for A4aking ShingZes; Joel Barnes, 
Cornwall, Litchfield county, Connecticut, October 10. 

A wheel of wood, about six feet in diameter, is made to revolve, 
vertically, upon gudgeons ; a knife, or cutter, is fixed upon one face 
of this wheel, projecting from it the thickness of a shingle. The 
bolt, or block, to be cut, is placed upon a proper bearing attached 
to the frame, and is forced by hand, against the face of the wheel 
when in motion; the wheel is to revolve about sixty times in a minute. 
There is, of’course, an excavation in the wheel, under and behind 
the knife, for the escape of the rived pieces. This constitutes the 
whole of the machine, and as there is no claim to any particular part, 
we are to consider the whole as new. 

16. For a Ro.!iing YaZve for supplying the boilers of steam 
engines with water; EIarn Young, Tate township, Clermont 
county, Ohio, October X0. 

The rolling valve is in form like the key, or plug, of a common 
cock, fitted into a socket, and standing horizontaliy in a reservoir 
of.water, from which ,the boiler is tn be supplied. 

The valve, or key, has two chambers formed in it, at 90 degrees 
apart; these are filled with water alternately, through perforations 
in the socket, tbe valve is worked backwards and forwards by means 
of a pitman from a crank, which carries the water down to an open- 
ing in the lower part of the socket, communicating with the boiler. 
It is intended that the valve should be self-regulating, by causing 



the chambers to contain the proper quantity of water ~f0r..th%@zwq- 
tion of steam. : .,$I ._ 

The claim is, 4~ the supplyin, 
:i.;- -Cz:;-$: 5s; I 

w the boilers and generator$%&;&&q$ 
engines by means of a rolling valve.” ,- ;;:;+“‘_ : ,*‘. .: 

The great objection to vaIves%f this descriptirtn is their wea& &G 
four-way cork, and rotary, or vibrating valves, acting upon this prim 
ciple, are necessarily subject to this objection, but for which, a valve 
such as that now described, would be preferable to a forcing pump. ’ 
The idea of such a valve is not new; we cannot immediately turn to 
any printed evidence of this, but it has been familiar, and matter 
of’ frequent conversation with us for years. 

17. For an improved EK&/,e, und Chzcr?rer; George B. Gibbs, 
Pike, Bradford county, Pennsylvania, October 10. 

Mr. Gibbs thus describes his washer and churner, 6L the- form is, 
or resembling, the frustrum of a pyramid; the diameter of the base 
from two to four feet, that OF the top from six to twenty inches, 
through which passes a pin, or fulcrum, upon which a lever, from 
three to ten feet, swings, with or without a joint, cog, or wheel, to 
which is attached an open paddle, with two post:, which are con- 
nected by two or more slats, which is moved within the cylindrical 
box by the above mentioned lever.” GEORGE B. GIBBS. 

If the above description appears to be obscure, we can assure our 
readers that the drawings which accompany it possess the qalne 
quality in an equal degree; it is much to be doubted, however, whe- 
ther any thing be lost by this defection, as we think that most house- 
keepers employ a better washer, and those who keep cows a better 
churner, than most of those which are patented, although they stand 
upon two feel, and have, therefore, a lesser base than that of qri 
Gibbs. 

1s. ‘For a Leather Z’vee-sa&ZJe; Matthias Holdernan, Qappz 
lMontgomery county, Pennsylvania, October 10. 

As the title indicates, this patent is taken f6r making a saddle,- 
tree of leather, instead of wood. The mode of cntting and joining 
the pieces so as to obtain the proper form, is.described in the sp%q;.- 
fication; when made, the whole is to be well-sized, or stiffened+ with 
glue. There is no particular claim, the object’ being .to secure the 
right to make saddles with leather trees. 

19. For an improvement in the common Saw Setter; Ira 
Hatch, Westford, Chittenden county, Vermont, October 12. 

This is a new edition of the saw-set, but we cannot say an im- 
proved one, as it is precisely like such as have been before patent@. 
The set is made in the common way; it has upon its handle, or shti.F& 
a sliding piece, tightened by a screw, with a gauge screw tapped into 
it, which, when the proper set has been given to the tooth, wil.1 ‘bear 
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against the side of the Saw. What is claimed as new, is, ‘6 the gauge 
to regulate the bevil required to fhe teeth in setting the saw.” 

There are some half dozen patent saw sets operating upon this 
principle, hut wc believe that workmen in general prefer to set their 
saws by the old saw set, or with a punch. Were saws soft, or per- 
fectly equal in their texture from entl to end, these patent saw sets 
would answer a good purpose; but this, according to our experience; 
is rarely the case, and consequently the eye and the hand become 
the best guides. 

20. For Ruising Boutsfh3m one Leueb to another, ‘on Cn- 
rids, by means or inclined planes; El>hraim Morris, Bloomfield, 
Sussex county, New Jersey, October 13. 

The design is to draw a cradle, or car, containing a boat, up arr 
inclined plane, by the power of water wheels. 
the patent is taGen for 

As this is not new7 
several improvements which are specified, 

but which cannot well be described in words. Hitherto the incline& 
planes which have been constructed have disappointed the anticipa- 
tions of their inventors; and, aIthough we have often been toId of 
perfect success in newly constructed works of this kintl, the searck- 
ing operator, time, has pointed out great rlefccts, and has still left 
a good inclined pl:ine, a clesicleratum. We are not aware that the 
plan now proposed oKers any striking novelty, but should it remove 
the difficulties experienced in existin, 
be of a high order. 

m structures,, its merits woulrk 

21. For an improvement in the mode of E&waging nnd SLY&G-- 
ing Suws; Levi Chapin, Walpole, Cheshire county, New IIamp- 
shire, October 13. 

The plan proposed is intended to render the ordinary saw frame 
unnecessary in the straining of mill saws. TWO wheels, or drums, 
are placed onr, over the other, each working upon gurlgeons. Tl1.e 
boxes of the uppcr- _ gudgeons are to be stationary, those of the lower 
ones are to work tn a slat, so that by means ot’ a wedge, or a lever: 
and weigh&, the drum mng be forced down for the purpose of strain-- 
ing the saws. A band, or chain, passes over the upper drum, and 
another under the lower drum; 
saws are to he fixed by stirrups; 

to the ends of these bands, or chaius, 
the two chains, and two saws, where 

thus united, form a continued band round the two drums, or wheels; 
an alternating, crank motion, communicated to one of the drums, wil L 
cause the saws alternately to ascend ant1 descend. 
iniprovement. claimed 

The novelty, an+8 
GL consists in hanging two saws, without the 

use of saw frames and gates, and wholfy relieving the crank, ~a 
power, necessary to operate saws, from the heft br burthen of any 
apparatus necessary to hang or strain saws, leaving all the power &e 
operate the saws in the work. The principle is intended to embrace 
all the various forms in which. sawing is required, whether by means 
of wheels, cylinders, or drums, or parts of either, or by use of’chaina, 
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ropes, belts, or springs, or by forcing the strain by the power of the 
wedge, lever, or screw4 of whatsoever materials they may be ~&m&l-” 

The above claim appears to us to be much t.00 broad and ~MSW& 
The pnrticular‘modc described by the patentee is probably nsw3 but 
the idea of a saw acting as a band, strained over drums, is old. 
turning to the article 

By 
SAW , in Rees’ Cyclopaedia, it will be seen :thiif 

a patent was obtained in England, marry years ago, for a saw form- 
i”g a continued band, working over two wheels, or drums, not by a 
vlhratory, but by it continued motion. 

The machine tlcscr-ibcd is a sort oP 110x, to be plnced qvet- a plank- 
ing kettIe, or Inrge boifcr. ilt the top of the box is a pulley, worked 
by a rope? for the: purpose ul letting from ten to fifty hats at a time 
descend into the kcatcri liquid, or drawing them up at pleasure. 
Tilere, of course, is no bottoln to the box, ;uld the hats are contained 
in n cloth suitably fixed for the purpose, aucl which, with other parts, 
is particuIarly described in the specification. 

23. For a 27euther Cleaning 
York, October 15. 

Muchi~ze; CharIes.Toupet, New 

This is a sort of bolting machine, in which the feathers ar&,to be 
stirred and beaten ahout, and the dust separated from them. A ion 
trough is made, the upper part of which is of leather, formed an 5 
supported like a wagon tilt 
with wire grating, 

; at the lower part is a drawer, covered 
to receive the dust. A frame, like that of a bol- 

ter without its cloth, is made to revolve within the trough by means 
OF a crank; f+rom this frame small pieces of wood, or sole leather, 
project, which are to act upon the feathers. 
in an inclined position; 

The machine is placed 
the feathers are put in through a door at the 

upper end, and when they arrive at the lower, are said to-be dspe@~ 
fectly bright, clean, and f-ree from all impurities.” There is no 
claim, the whole machine, therefore, is patented. 

24. For. a churn called a Box Churn; Thomas and LansfLg 
Morrison, Groton, Tompkins county, New York, October 16. 

A box which may be 1s inches long, and 14 wide, or of any other 
length, width, and depth, is to have a top, bottom, sides, and ends, 
all put together so as to hold milk or cream; gudgeorls are to be fixed 
on the sides of said box, to one of which a crank must be attached 
to turn it. Tire Iid must fit SO well that tile contents may ntrt leak 
out; a faucet, or cock, is placed to allow the butter milk to run OK, 
and if it will not do HI when the box stands horizontally, it may, by 
means of the crank, be held in a sloping direction, ~6 an{1 the butter 
will remain in a ball, or balls, in the churn.yy So enrletii the rle- 
scription, and, very wisely, nothing is claimed. 
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25. For a Narpovn of cast-iron and wrought steel, with a 
wrought iron shaft; Jonathan Sizer, 2nd, New London, Connee- 
Gut, October 16. 

The following is the specification:- 
46 The head to be of cast-iron, zinc and tin, lead, or copper, so as 

to give the dart, or harpoon, sufficient strength. The edges, knife, 
or cutting part, to be either of wrought iron, or cast-iron, wrought 
steel, or cast steel; to be cast or rivetted in the head_ The shank, 
or shaft, to be of wrought iron, wrought steel, or copper. The shaft, 
or shank, to be cast into, or firmly rivetted, on the head of the har- 
poon, and fixed therein strong and solid.” 

Of what,msterials our .whalers will hereafter make their harpoons, 
we wvot not, as nearly al,!, excepting the precious metals, are now 
patented. 
materials. 

It is not the iorm of this harpoon that is new, but the oM 
We may expect to hear of a jubilee among the finny tribe, 

when they learn that they are not to be harpooned, either with iron, 
or steel? wrought or cast, zinc, tin, lead, or copper, excepting by 
permission 0fJ. S. 2nd. 

26. For an improved mode of 5%g&ening Doors and m%n-- 
dows; Stephen Hayward, Plainfield, Hampshire county, Massa- 
chusetts, October 17. 

A fender is to be fixed by hinges at the bottom of outer doors; cm 
the door sill, near the hinge side, a piece of iron is fixed to raise the 
fender as the door opens; strips are to be fixed in the rebate, or 
groove, of doors and windows, and to be borne up against their edges 
by spiral or other springs. We do not think it worth while to be 
more particular in describing this contrivance, and shall, therefore, 
only add the claim of the patentee. d 

‘c What I claim as new, and as my own invention, is the manner 
of raising and continin 
also the pieces in the 

g down the fender at the bottom of the door; 
casin gr borne by springs against the face of the 

door; also bearing the slides in windows against the sash, to keep 
the sash tight, and hold it when raised. 

27. For a Chzcm; James C. Barrett, Collins, Erie county, 
New York, October 19. 

This is the most formidable churn which, to the best of our recoil- 
lection, we have ever encountered. A very strong frame is made, 
upon which there are to be raised two fender posts, from 4 to 5 feet 
high, from B to 3 feet wide, and franl S? to 3 inches thick, for a corn-- 
“mo.p cJ&urn, but larger for those which are of extraordinary size. 
WIthin these fender posts are three cog wheels of 2 feet 6 inches, 
atld 9 feet diameter respectively, and four pinions of 8 inches dia- 
meter each’. The fitst pinion is to be acted upon by the moving 
power, the last is to give motiou to the dashers of a churn, the inter- 
vening wheels and pinions gearing into each other, secundum artem, 

The moving power is ,a heavy vertical rack, working up and down 
in a groovc,and when in gear, taking into the first, or upper pinion_ 
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CC This vertical rack is about 10 feet long, and from 2 to 6 in.ches 
square, more or less, as may be required; and the teeth from topjo 
bottom of said rack may be made of cast or wrought iron, -or may.,be 
wooden pins, and be so adapted as to work into the wheels did 
pinions.)7 This rack is to be wound up by a crank, and by its weight 
1s to set the whole train at work, and of consequence churn the but- 
ter at the end of it. 

“ What I claim is the pecubar arrangement of the apparatus above 
described, with the heavy descendin 
power. 77 

g rack cmploycd as the moving 

ZS. For an improvement in the fiao.4 Lock; James Patterson, 
EErmingham, St. Clair township, AIlcghany county, Pcnnsylva- 
nia, October 19. 

The latch, or spring bolt, of this lock, is forced forward by rt 
spiral spring instead of the kind of spring ordinarily employed; this 
is all that is claimed. In spring catches for round tea tables and 
candle stands, such springs have been user1 upon the tail of the bolt, 
for forty years at least, nor are they new in locks; they have before 
been patented in the United States, and it is to be doubted whether 
the claim was then good. 

20. For an improvement in the .&pEz’cdz’on of HydrauZic 
Pozmr; Zebulon and Austih Parker, Coshocton county, Ohio, 
October 10. 

The patentees claim to have invented improved methods of using 
water, by ‘6 combining percussion with reaction, applied and esem- 
plified in, 

Gc 1st. A compound vertical percussion and reaction water wheel 
for saw mills and other purposes, with the method of applying the 
water on the same. 

‘4 2nd. An improved horizontal reaction water wheel, with the 
method of combining percussion with reaction in it. 

(6 Sd. A method of combining percussion with reaction on common 
reaction wheels, or those already in use.” 

After describing the particuIar manner in which they construct 
their wheels, the patentees say, ‘C the parts of the% above described 
machinery claimed as original, are as follows: 1st. The compound 
vertical percussion and reaction wheel for saw mills and other pur- 
poses, with two, four, six, or more wheels on one horizontal shaft. 
The concentric cylinders enclosing the shaft, with the manner of 
supporting them. The spouts which conduct ,the water into the 
wheels, from the penstock, with their spiral terminations between 
the cylinders. 2nd. The improvement in the reaction wheel by 
making the buckets as thin at both ends as they can safely be made, 
and the rim no wider than sufficient to cover them. The inner con- 
centric cylinder. The spout that dibects the water into the wheel; 
and the spiral termination of the spout between the cylinders. 3d. 
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The rim and blocks, or planks, that form the apertures into the WhC!e~, 
and the manner of forming the apertures. The conical covering on 
the blocks, with the cylinder, or box, in which the shaft n_itlS; and 
the hollow, or box gate, in any form, either cylindrical, square, rec- 
tangular, or irregular.“’ 

It will be seen from the foregoing, that there is considerable com- 
plexity in the apparatus patented ; and it may be coflccted, that the 
plan proposed consists, mainly, of enclosed wbecl~, with curved 
buckets, and certain spiral convolutions in the openings through 
which the water is to act. It is in fact a modification of the princi- 
ples of Barker’s and the tub wheel. The patentees state that they have, 
with great advanta e, put their plan into operation. 

? 
We apprehend 

that if this be the act, the mills with which they have made a com- 
parison are not such as arc constructed upon the best principles fOr 
economizing water. The ordinary tub wheel is recommended by its 
simplicity, where water is abundant, but where it is necessary to save 
water, and it can be applied to an overshot, pitch-back, or breast 
wheel, we dcspnir of seeing it more efficiently employed ; these, it is 
true, mny bc, and gcntrally arc9 biidly constructed, Or improperly 
geared ; but whcrc tllcir velocity is duly regulated, their buckets 
properly formed 
height as possible, its whole e%ct, which is due to its gravity, will 

, and the water delivered upon them at as-great a 

be obtained. In practice Barker’s mill has been abandoned. 

30. For an improvement in the Manner of ~T&Gz?,~ T&qes, 
Slereot~~e PZcLfes, fiK70rZ Cuts, &c., by means of an apparatus 
denominated the ‘< Gravitating Inking Roller Apparatus;” WiL- 
liam J. Stone, Washington, D. C. October 20. 

Some account of this luvention will be found among the specifica- 
tions in the present nuinlrrer - , we expect, shortIy, to give the whole 
specification, with engravings. 

31. For a _ZYoali~~g SCLZU irfiC~; John C. Ely, New York, Oc- 
tober 21. 

“ Construct a saw mill in the most. approved manner j place it 012 
a scow, boat, or any other floating 
buoyancy. 

Vessel, of suflicicnt strength anrs 
Mnlie two paddle wheels, connected by an axle, one Ota 

each side of the boat 
be So geared as to move the paddle wheels, as well as to drive the 

; put a&cam erlgirle 011 board this vessel; let if; 

saw mil1. 
CL It of course saves all the expenses of erecting dams, and con- 

veying the timber tb saw mills? as the floating saw mill can be moved 
to the most convenient places on the river for business.” 

The claim is to 66 a floating saw mill, to be propelled by steam or 
animal powerp and moved from place to place where timber is found.>3 

We see so many objections to this mill, that we cannot attempt acp 
inquiry into its merits without more time and space thau WC can HOW 
aiX0l-d. 



To at-rive at unce at the merits of this machine, we sbalI leap ‘over 
the descriptive part, and attend to fhc appliwlion, which is in these 
words ; (6 before commencing to wash, the o)~~rlol; with the fluted 
roller, is thrown up out of the box, the clothes thrown in, and spread 
on the iluted bottom, and the fluted I-ollcr brought down upon them 
by the operator, and the operation of washing commences by moving 
the fluted roller backwards and forw~~rrls OVCI- the clothes by means 
of the operator. ” ‘i’hc q~ratar is the name given to the part which 
is to be pushed backwards and furwnrds. 

Every part of this plough is to be made or iron, with the exception 
of the hnndlcs, and thcsc may bc so made, if thougbf; proper; its ge- 
neral ft~t-rn dif’crs but little tioln that of otllcf ploughs, and in what 
its particular merit lies WC arc not told, and cannot tell, as there is 
no claim. 

34. For a PZo’ougJL; Timothy Miller, Pittsburg, Pennsylva- 
nia, October 23. 

The improvements ciaimcd are to CC the share, cut-t&s or couiter, 
and mould k~oard, being made of cast or wrought iron, or part 0C 
wood and part irons connectively furlning one entire unbroken sur- 
face, so that the edge of the sod, when cut, will rise in a concave, or 
hollow, formed by the consolidation of the cutters and mould board, 
on an inclined plane, continually increasing in elevation, until it 
shall be elevated to its greatest height, near the upper edge and in 
the centre of the mouId boarcl from the centre of the beam to the ex- 
treme hinder point of the mould board.‘” 

46 There beincr a Grst and second cutter, both having circular edges, 
the second is cobntinued tom the first one to near the under side of 
the beam, and inclined to the furrow side, so that the centre of the 
edge is perpendicular with that side of the beam. And the value oE 
this invention consists in this, that whatever may, &cape the first 
cutter, will be cut by this second one, and that grass, or weed?, 
cannot accumulate under the beam, which, iC they are not carried off 
b 
P 

the sod, will itimediately fait off on the land side, and clear the 
p ough.” 

The foregoing is nearly the whole *of the specification, ‘wifh-J.he 
exception of the drawin g and references, 6ich describe particu’! rly 
the form, dimensions, and connerion, of the respective parts. 4 

35. For a Yvess fur Prcssi~~g C~~ecsc; Richarc IYI’Omber, 
Galway, Saratoga county, New York, October 27. 

The press described is a compound lever press, the first Icveracts 
immedintclg on the clrcesc, kvhilst it is itself acted upon by the se- 
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cond lever. At the connexion between the two levers, there is a 
spiral spring made of No. 4 wire, which is to continue to act by it4 
eJasticity,after the second lever has been forced down and confined- 

Neither the spring or any other part is claimed, and we are feft, 
thereFore, to the conclusion,.that the compound lever 1s new, as welk 
as olf the other part3 described. The only novelty we see is the 

. 

spring, and why a weight upon the end of the second lever would 
not produce all the advantage expected from the spring, we cannot 
divine. 

36. For a method of Reducing Friction in Raikroud Car- 
riages; Hugh Finlay, Baltimore, Marylasld, October 27. 

This is a new form of friction saving mac,rinery. The main a~Ie 
and wheels of the carriage are to be made as usual ; two strong rings, 
the insides of which are rounding, are suspended, one near each 
end of the axle, within the wheels. Two pulleys, or wheels, havl~g 
their edges grouved to fit the insides of the rings, are connected to- 
gether by an axle, and are then placed within the rings, so as to harrg 
below the main axle. ‘The load is to be suspended upon the axle 
which connects the pulleys. 

In what respect this mode of reducing friction is superior to that 
of ffoward, Winans, and others, we are not informed, and according 
t0 ourjudgment it would be diflicult to discover. Several objectir,ms 
tO the plan lorcibly present themselves, but-we cannot now slop t.0 
discuss them. 

31. For an improved Perumklator, for dhcertaining %he 
Distunce TraveLled in a Chair or other Carriage; Anthony 
Gifford, Westport, Bristol county, Massachusetts, October 2% 

A small brass box contains the wheels and principal part of the 
machinery. This is so fixed, that a lever, projecting from it, is acted 
upon by a steel cam, screwed upon the inner end of the hub, or nave, 
of one of the \vheels. The lever, cam, and connecting arms, are 
particularly described and claimed. 

Several similar machines have been constructed and used, some of 
which have bee~i acted upon by a cam on the nave, in a way very 
similar to th’e pwsent; it may, therefore, be doubted whether &he 
parts claimed possess the requisite novelty. 

33. For an improvement in the construction of Trussesf~p 
Re&ycibZe Ilewtiu; Amos G: Hall, Surgeon, New York, OC_ 
fob‘j- 28. . 

$?e petition sets forth that three successive patents have beeln pre- 
violisly taken for the same invention; the first dated 17th July, 
1817, the second, 27th February, 1823, and the third, 19th August, 
1824, ‘6 all of which have been found defective, and the two former 
have been cancel led ;” and prays that that of I&X may also be cam_ 
celled and a new one granted for the remainder of the term, 14 years, 
from the date of the first patent. 
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EXull’s truss is too well known to require a description here; !he 

elairn of the patentee has already been investigated in court9 and ye 
believe is, in some way, still a matter of litigation; .under these CI~- 
Gumstances we should deem it improper to make a comparison of, WIT 
give our views respecting the four respective specifications, or de- 
scriptions, of this instrument which have been furnished. It is, pro- 
bably, to meet some legal question that this last patent has been ob- 
tained, which will expire in the year 1831. 

39. For an improved Coo,Qi~~ @*ate; Thomas Vinton, Phila- 
delphia, Pennsylvania, October 3% 

The drawing of this grate is in the hands of the engraver, for the 
purpose of accompanying the speciiication, which will hereafter be 
pub\ ished. 

Although this invention is of a very recent date, we have received 
assurances from persons ofjuclgrnent in Philadelphia, who have it in 
use, that its opcratiun is perlectly satisfactory. The grate is to be 
placed in a common kitchen fire-place, and it may advantageously be 
employed, at the same time, to bake, roast, and boil, all of which it 
effects by means of an open fire, in a grate of the usual construction. 

40. For an improvement in Pumps; John P. Be& New York, 
October 31. 

Had we not been informed that this is an improvement, we should 
really have concluded that the contrivance was intended, like 8 
roundabout walk, merety for exercise, as it is admirably calculated 
to increase friction, and waste power. 

There are two pumps, the piston rods of which are worked by means 
of two eccentric circular wheels, the centre of motion of which throws 
them out about 90 inches each way. The peripheries of these eccen- 
trics work between two bars, or guides, standing at right an les 
across each of the piston rods, at a distance from each other equa to 7 
the diameter of the eccentrics, 

There are three cog wheels, two of them about 20, and the other 
about 10 inches diameter. The two first gear into each other, their 
gudgeons being on the same horizontal. bar; tipon the faces of the;: 
wheels. the eccentrics which work the piston, rods are fixed. 
driving wheel is placed above, and may be made to gear into either 
of the others at pleasure. 

The claim is to (6 the mode of using eccentric wheels, when applied 
to pumps for raising water, as above described.” 

4 2. For an improvement in the art of M&?Zing; Jesse Reeder, 
Lebanon, Warren county, Ohio, October 31. 

An iron mill is to be cast, like the common mill used for coffee, and 
many other purposes. The patentee (6 claims an improvement m the 
art of grinding; as his mill is found to make a tnore round, even,and 
lively meal, than is made on the common mill stones; but especially 
&es he claim the invention of picking, cutting with a cold chisel, or 
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sharpening and dressin, v the above described, and all metal mills used 
for grinding grain.” 

The main furrows are to be formed in casting, or they maybe cut 
in afterwards; these furrows are to be cut over their whole surface, 
with a sliarp chisel , or pick, so as to be covered with teeth in the. 
form of a float, or single cut file; and when dull, are to be sharpened 
in the same way. 

42. For an improvement in Mai’ci~2g Boots; Alden Burdick, 
Carroll, Chautauque county, NCW York, October 31. 

This improvement consists of machinery which is intended t0 Stretch, 
the leather for boots upon the crimping board. Three pincers are 
placed on each side of the board; and these are attached by bands, @I: 
COPES, to rollers turned by a crank, and held in their plac~sby a raL- 
chet wheel. The belts arc attached to one handle of the pincers, an& 
pass through a mortise in the other, by which they are made to grasp 
the leather firmly. 

J)~XCIU~'TI~~NS OB’ fhJ3RICAN I’ATENTS. j 

R short description of a~2 iqwoveit Idcing d+paratus, to 2x used wifh 

tlie ordim~ry Scow, 0~ Lever, Press. Patented Zy W. J. STONE, 
of FiL&ngton, +2 t!~e Uistrict 0f Calunzbia, October 16, 1829. 

THE inking apparatus for which Mr. Stone has obtained a patent is 
to be nppendcd to the ordinary printing press, and to obviate the ne- 
cessity of employing a person to ink the form. As we shalt, probe- 
bly, at an early day, publish the specification, with drawings, a brief 
notice of the invcniion is all that we now propose to give. 

The roller by which the types are to be inked, is to be made of the 
usual composition, or an improved roller is to be formed by inter- 
posing 3 layer of some substance impervious to oil, between the 
b,lankels which give elasticity to the roller, and the leather wit11 
which it is coverc~l. The ink is to be contained in a trough and sup- 
plied to the elastic roller by one of’ iron 
is usualIy supplicrl in power presses. 

, III the same way in which ‘it 

so as to cqunlise it is new. 
‘L’lle mode of spreading tire itak, 

against the inking 
This is cffuctetl by two rollers working 

roller, these arc called equalising roIIers. 
huvc a fillcl-, or thread, CStcntlin 

TlUzg- 
g 

threaded screw, nncl operatin 
frown end to end, like a squ~lre 

g as right and left handed screws, force 
the ink in reversed clircctions. 

The inking is effcctccl by a motion communicaterl to the apparattas 
by the traversing motion of- the bed and form, and takes place whiIse 
the printed sheet is rcmovcd and replaced. A rack, or other similar 
contrivance is placed under the bed, and geared to the inking npp&- 
ratus. The bed is nllowerl to acquire a certain degree of momentu tn 
before it engages the r-tick with the whceI, or pinion; so that but littl e 
e~_tra resistar!ce is feIt by the pressman. There is an iron frame, QT 
rarl+vay, whrch works upon pivots, so as to be inclined eithertowards, 


